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Occupy Wall Street: Populist Financiers Supporting
Protesters Is Part of the Problem, Not the Solution

By Finian Cunningham
Global Research, October 17, 2011
17 October 2011
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Theme: Global Economy, History, Poverty

& Social Inequality

“…[O]ur leaders have pursued solutions that are not solving our
problems, instead they propose policies that accomplish little …
With democracy in crisis a true grassroots movement pointing out
the  flaws  in  our  system  is  the  first  step  in  the  right  direction.
Count me among those supporting and cheering on the Occupy
Wall Street movement.”, Al Gore, former Vice President of the
United States.

“They  [the  Occupy  Wall  Street  Movement]  blame,  with  some
justification,  the  problems  in  the  financial  sector  for  getting  us
into  this  mess,  and  they’re  dissatisfied  with  the  policy  response
here in Washington. And at some level, I can’t blame them.” Ben
Bernanke, Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System.

“There has been class warfare going on,… It’s just that my class
is winning. And my class isn’t just winning, I mean we’re killing
them.”,  Warren  Buffett,  Nebraska-based  Berkshire  Hathaway
Hedge  Fund,  third  richest  man  on  the  Planet.

“I think it takes that [the Occupy Wall Street Movement] to make
things happen sometimes. ….[Over the past 15 years] we saw
large corporations really screw people…. There has never been a
time in  my lifetime when the government is  going to  cut  an
incredible amount of programs that support poor people and feed
them.” Howard Buffett, son of Warren Buffett

“Actually,  I  can  understand  [the  OWS  protesters’]  sentiment,
frankly…. And at the same time the decision not to inject capital
into the banks, but to effectively relieve them of their bad assets
and then allow them to earn their way out of a hole leaves the
banks  bumper  profits  and  then  allows  them  to  pay  bumper
bonuses. And the contrast between the two I  think is a large
contingent [of both the Occupy Wall Street protests and the Tea
Party  movement].”  George  Soros,  Chairman  of  the  Soros
Management  Fund.

The Occupy Wall Street movement sweeping across the US faces a tricky dilemma, the
outcome of which will determine its historic impact. Up to now, part of the movement’s
strength  derives  from its  diffuse,  eclectic  spread  of  voices.  That  enigma  makes  it  hard  to
define  and  confront  from  the  authorities’  point  of  view.  However,  sooner  or  later  the
campaign will have to set out its own agenda by defining demands and aims. Otherwise, it
runs the risk of  running out of  the admirable popular  momentum that it  has thus far
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generated; also, such a vacuum allows others who do not share the ultimate concerns of the
grassroots to define the direction of the movement – a direction that most likely will lead to
a safe, blind alley – again from the authorities’ point of view. Confronting this dilemma
inevitably requires political organization, which will require hardnosed choices about which
allies and interests are to be aligned.

A good rule of thumb: as long as the mainstream media – and even sections of the so-called
progressive media – remain hostile or menacing in its coverage, then we can be sure that
the movement is proceeding towards a serious challenge to the powers that be.

Of  the  public  figures  that  have  come  out  recently  to  support  the  Occupy  Wall  Street
movement  perhaps  the  most  bizarre  are  some  of  the  Wall  Street  financiers  themselves.
Some of the big names, apparently rallying to the cause, include George Soros, Warren
Buffett, Ben Bernanke and Al Gore.

The  phrase  “poachers  becoming  gamekeepers”  comes  to  mind.  How  can  financiers  and
speculators who are the embodiment of everything that is awry with the American economy
be part of the solution? This is an example of where the movement needs to make tough
political  choices  and  to  demonstrate  that  it  understands  the  structural  nature  of  the
challenge that lies ahead. In not doing so, what we will witness is a classic maneouvre to co-
opt a grassroots movement that could otherwise pose a serious challenge to the power
structure that has so deformed the American economy and society.

The  financiers  supporting  the  OWS  campaign  may  articulate  popular  disdain  towards
“greedy banksters” – but if the protest movement really does pose a serious challenge to
the power structure, then it  needs to go beyond personalizing attacks against criminal
individuals and understand that the problem at hand is systemic.

What  is  needed is  avoidance of  analyzing the challenge in  terms of  “good financiers”  and
“bad banksters”. It  is the entire system of finance capitalism that needs to be challenged.
Accepting  the  support  of  seemingly  benign  financiers  may  galvanise  certain  feelgood
populism,  but  it  only  obscures  the  systemic  nature  of  the  problem and therefore  the
solution.

In understanding the systemic challenge we need to see it  in historic context.  The US
economy and that of Europe has exhausted itself from the vast polarization of wealth over
several decades. The economy has deteriorated to a deformed state, in which a tiny layer of
society has and is accumulating vast wealth while the preponderant majority struggle to
make a basic living. This elite financial aristocracy is of a piece with the feudal aristocracy of
bygone  centuries  in  Europe  who derived  their  wealth  by  parasiting  off  the  peasantry.  The
aristocracy in both instances is not involved in the production of goods or manufactures;
they exist by lording it over the masses, extracting from the latter tributes in a web of
rentier relationships.

It  is  something  of  an  historical  achievement  that  the  US,  which  began  its  modern
development free of the feudal ruling class that so exploited the European masses, should
now be so dominated by an aristocracy that harks back to the rapacious nobles of Europe.
The Republic of America was supposed to herald the ascent of democratic rights, to mark a
new beginning for universal common rights, whereby rule by divine right was cast aside.
Albeit that the limits of American democracy were defined by what its bourgeois Founding
Fathers would tolerate, the US nevertheless represented a radical break from the European
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order.

In Europe, fearing that the revolutionary impulse would go too far, the emergent European
bourgeoisie made its peace with the feudal aristocracy to keep the masses in check. The
compromise between “new” and “old” money in Europe can be seen today in the continued
constitutional role of royal families and lords, for example in Spain, Holland, Norway and
most prominently in Britain. Meanwhile, in the US, not having a feudal past, the new social
contract was between the capitalist manufacturers and nascent industrialists and the wider
working population. In that way, the US, it could be argued, represented a more progressive
democracy, offering greater rights and opportunities to the masses.

But over the past three decades, the progressive nature of American capitalist democracy
has been completely eviscerated. The implicit social contract, whereby the workers could
expect a fairer share of the wealth that they ultimately produce, has been ripped asunder.
The paid and bought lawmakers of the two main political parties have ensured that policies
relentlessly  siphon  off  wealth  to  the  ruling  class.  With  rising  poverty  and  likewise
plummeting demand, even the traditional capitalists who owned the means of production
can  no  longer  find  viable  markets.  The  manufacturing  bourgeoisie  –  the  architects  of  the
American  republic  –  have  now  been  superseded  by  a  financial  aristocracy,  who  no  longer
contribute accumulated capital in any productive way. They are an idle class of speculators,
who  make  money  off  money.  The  domination  of  means  of  exchange  over  means  of
production is now the hallmark of late capitalism. This is the systemic nature of the problem
and that  can’t  be  altered or  mitigated by even the most  benign and well-intentioned
individual financiers.

The Occupy Wall Street campaign now erupting in hundreds of cities across the US, Canada
and Western Europe is a potentially dramatic development. But only if it challenges the
system at the root, not by pruning here and there. That root is the capitalist economy that
has degenerated into a parasitical aristocracy.

The gratuitous violence that protesters are being met with by the rulers’ henchmen, and the
vilification  that  they are  being subjected to  by  the  rulers’  political  and media  lackeys,  are
sure signs that the people are pressing a profound challenge. Another sure sign of how
seriously the movement is challenging the system will be how far the coterie of supporting
financiers  appears  to  stay  with  the  movement.  For  they  are  part  of  the  problem,  not  the
solution.

In  creating  a  popular  groundswell  for  potentially  radical  change  that  safeguards  the
interests of the mass of ordinary working Americans, the OWS movement deserves much
credit. But not credit from finance capitalists who have bankrupted the US and the world.

Finian  Cunnningham  is  Global  Research’s  Middle  East  and  East  Africa  correspondent.
cunninghamfin@yahoo.com  

Global Research is pleased to announce the publication of a new book entitled The Global
Economic Crisis, The Great Depression of the XXI Century, Michel Chossudovsky and Andrew
Gavin Marshall, Editors. 

“This  important  collection  offers  the  reader  a  most  comprehensive  analysis  of  the  various
facets – especially the financial, social and military ramifications – from an outstanding list
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of world-class social thinkers.” 

This title is available at a special introductory price for Global Research readers for $15.00
plus s&h (list price $25.95).

The book is also available on Amazon and in selected bookstores in the US (distributed by
Ingram).

Scroll down for details.

The Global Economic Crisis
The Great Depression of the XXI Century

Michel Chossudovsky and Andrew Gavin Marshall (Editors)

Montreal, Global Research Publishers. Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG), 2010.

ISBN 978-0-9737147-3-9   (416 pages)

Special  Offer  $15.00  plus  S&H (includes  taxes  where  applicable)  (List  Price  US$25.95 plus
taxes)

(if you wish to purchase 3 or more copies, scroll down for discounted price)

   $15.00 plus s and h

Purchases by Mail

Mail order Form (Print, Fill out the Form and Send to Global Research (optional)  

Send your cheque or money order made out to  the “CRG” to the following address:

Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG)
PO Box 55019
11 Ouest Notre-Dame,

http://www.amazon.com/Global-Economic-Crisis-Depression-Century/dp/0973714735/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1278263886&sr=1-4
http://globalresearch.ca/books/form.html
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MONTREAL, Qc, H2Y 4A7
CANADA

Single purchase of book is $15.00 plus 9.50 s&h = $24.50.

Online Purchases (click button below) (scroll down if you wish to send in your credit card
details by fax rather than online)

   $15.00 plus s and h

Global Research Membership

NOTE: All new Global Research Members (annual basis) as well as all 2010 membership
renewals (annual basis) will receive a free copy of:   

The Global Economic Crisis

click  here  for  details  on  becoming  a  Member  of  Global  Research  and  acquiring
your FREE COPY of the Global Economic Crisis
 

In all major regions of the world, the economic recession is deep-seated, resulting in mass
unemployment, the collapse of state social programs and the impoverishment of millions of
people.  The  meltdown  of  financial  markets  was  the  result  of  institutionalized  fraud  and
financial  manipulation.  The  economic  crisis  is  accompanied  by  a  worldwide  process  of
militarization,  a  “war  without  borders”  led  by  the  U.S.  and  its  NATO  allies.

This book takes the reader through the corridors of the Federal Reserve, into the plush
corporate boardrooms on Wall Street where far-reaching financial transactions are routinely
undertaken.

Each of the authors in this timely collection digs beneath the gilded surface to reveal a
complex web of deceit and media distortion which serves to conceal the workings of the
global economic system and its devastating impacts on people`s lives.

Michel Chossudovsky is an award-winning author, Professor of Economics (Emeritus) at the
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University  of  Ottawa and  Director  of  the  Centre  for  Research  on  Globalization  (CRG),
Montreal. He is the author of The Globalization of Poverty and The New World Order (2003)
and America’s “War on Terrorism” (2005). He is also a contributor to the Encyclopaedia
Britannica. His writings have been published in more than twenty languages.

Andrew Gavin Marshall is an independent writer both on the contemporary structures of
capitalism as well  as on the history of  the global  political  economy. He is  a Research
Associate with the Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG).

“This important collection offers the reader a most comprehensive analysis of
the various facets – especially the financial, social and military ramifications –
from an outstanding list of world-class social thinkers.” -Mario Seccareccia,
Professor of Economics, University of Ottawa

“In-depth  investigations  of  the  inner  workings  of  the  plutocracy  in  crisis,
presented by some of our best politico-economic analysts. This book should
help put to rest the hallucinations of ‘free market’ ideology.” -Michael Parenti,
author of God and His Demons and Contrary Notions

“Provides a very readable exposé of a global economic system, manipulated by
a  handful  of  extremely  powerful  economic  actors  for  their  own  benefit,  to
enrich a few at  the expense of  an ever-growing majority.”  -David Ray Griffin,
author of The New Pearl Harbor Revisited

The complex causes as well as the devastating consequences of the economic crisis are
carefully  scrutinized  with  contributions  from  Ellen  Brown,  Tom  Burghardt,  Michel
Chossudovsky, Richard C. Cook, Shamus Cooke, John Bellamy Foster,  Michael Hudson, 
Tanya Cariina Hsu, Fred Magdoff,  Andrew Gavin Marshall, James Petras, Peter Phillips, Peter
Dale Scott, Bill Van Auken, Claudia von Werlhof and Mike Whitney.

Despite the diversity of viewpoints and perspectives presented within this volume, all of the
contributors ultimately come to the same conclusion: humanity is at the crossroads of the
most serious economic and social crisis in modern history.

“This meticulous, vital, timely and accessible work unravels the history of a
hydra-headed monster: military, media and politics, culminating in “humanity
at the crossroads”; the current unprecedented economic and social crisis…
From the first page of the preface of The Global Economic Crisis,  the reasons
for all unravel with compelling clarity. For those asking “why?” this book has
the answers.” –Felicity Arbuthnot, award-winning author and journalist based in
London.

“The current economic crisis, its causes and hopefully its cure have been a
mystery  for  most  people.  I  welcome  a  readable  exposition  of  the  global
dimensions of the crisis and hope for some clarity on how to better organize
money  locally  and  internationally  for  the  future.”   -Dr.  Rosalie  Bertell,
renowned scientist, Alternative Nobel Prize laureate and Regent, International
Physicians for Humanitarian Medicine, Geneva

“This work is much more than a path-breaking and profound historical analysis
of  the actors  and institutions,  it  is  an affirmation of  the authors’  belief  that  a
better world is feasible and that it can be achieved by collective organized
actions  and  faith  in  the  sustainability  of  a  democratic  order.”  -Frederick
Clairmonte, distinguished analyst of the global political economy and author of
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the 1960s classic, The Rise and Fall of Economic Liberalism: The Making of the
Economic Gulag

“Decades  of  profligate  economic  policies  and  promiscuous  military
interventions  reached  a  critical  mass,  exploding  in  the  meltdown  of
globalization  in  2008.  Today,  the  economic  meltdown  is  reconfiguring
everything – global society, economy and culture. This book is engineering a
revolution by introducing an innovative global theory of economics.” -Michael
Carmichael,  prominent  author,  historian  and  president  of  the  Planetary
Movement

The Global Economic Crisis
The Great Depression of the XXI Century

Michel Chossudovsky and Andrew Gavin Marshall (Editors)

TO READ THE PREFACE, CLICK HERE

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Preface Michel Chossudovsky and Andrew Gavin Marshall

PART I THE GLOBAL ECONOMIC CRISIS

Chapter 1 The Global Economic Crisis: An Overview Michel Chossudovsky
Chapter 2 Death of the American Empire Tanya Cariina Hsu
Chapter  3  Financial  Implosion  and Economic  Stagnation  John Bellamy Foster  and Fred
Magdoff
Chapter 4 Depression: The Crisis of Capitalism James Petras
Chapter 5 Globalization and Neoliberalism: Is there an Alternative to Plundering the Earth?
Claudia von Werlhof
Chapter 6 The Economy’s Search for a “New Normal” Shamus Cooke

PART II GLOBAL POVERTY

Chapter 7 Global Poverty and the Economic Crisis Michel Chossudovsky
Chapter 8 Poverty and Social Inequality Peter Phillips

PART III WAR, NATIONAL SECURITY AND WORLD GOVERNMENT

Chapter 9 War and the Economic Crisis Michel Chossudovsky
Chapter 10 The “Dollar Glut” Finances America’s Global Military Build-Up Michael Hudson
Chapter 11 Martial Law, the Financial Bailout and War Peter Dale Scott
Chapter 12 Pentagon and Intelligence Black Budget Operations Tom Burghardt
Chapter 13 The Economic Crisis “Threatens National Security” in America Bill Van Auken
Chapter 14 The Political Economy of World Government Andrew Gavin Marshall

PART IV THE GLOBAL MONETARY SYSTEM

Chapter 15 Central Banking: Managing the Global Political Economy Andrew Gavin Marshall
Chapter 16 The Towers of Basel: Secretive Plan to Create a Global Central Bank Ellen Brown
Chapter  17 The Financial  New World Order:  Towards A Global  Currency Andrew Gavin
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Marshall
Chapter 18 Democratizing the Monetary System Richard C. Cook

PART V THE SHADOW BANKING SYSTEM

Chapter 19 Wall Street’s Ponzi Scheme Ellen Brown,
Chapter 20 Securitization: The Biggest Rip-off Ever Mike Whitney  

TO READ THE PREFACE CLICK HERE

Purchase the Global  Economic Crisis.  The Great Depression of  the XXI  Century,  Michel
Chossudovsky and Andrew Gavin Marshall (Editors)

Special Pre-Publication Offer:  $15.00 plus s&h (includes taxes where applicable) (List Price
US$25.95 plus taxes)

  $15.00 plus s&h

 

Purchase The Global  Economic Crisis,  Michel  Chossudovsky and Andrew Gavin Marshall
(Editors)
and The Globalization of Poverty and the New World Order, by Michel Chossudovsky 

(US and Canada only)

2 books. $31.00 plus s&h incl. (retail value: $53.90)

 

   two books, 31 plus s&h

for details on The Globalization of Poverty, click here
for details on Global Research books and DVDs click here
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For All Overseas Orders: Add the Airmail Surcharge

Please Note: Overseas orders which do not include the Overseas Surcharge will be sent by
surface mail. Allow up to 8 weeks for delivery to Europe.

Add $10.00 Overseas Airmail Surcharge if applicable (Click below)

    OVERSEAS 
     Click here if your order is $50 or

less  

$10.00 for  orders  of  less  than fifty  dollars.  Enter  the  surcharge twice  if  your  order  is  over
fifty dollars.

SPECIAL OFFER: PURCHASE THREE COPIES AT $40.00, TEN COPIES AT $110.

Purchase 3 copies of The Global Economic Crisis for $40.00 ($13.33 a copy, save on s and h)

(US and Canada only)

 

  3 copies. $40.00 plus s&h

(please note that Qty=1 in  in the order form, corresponds to a purchase of 3 copies. Qty=2
corresponds to a purchase of 6 copies)

Purchase 10 copies of The Global Economic Crisis for $110.00 ($11 a copy)

(US and Canada only)

 

 10 copies. $110.00 plus s&h
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COMBINE YOUR PURCHASE WITH ANOTHER GLOBAL RESEARCH BOOK OR DVD: Click here to
Visit our Online Store

CREDIT CARD PURCHASE: PRINT AND SEND IN Fax authorization Form
If you wish to avoid the hassle of online transactions, fax in your credit card details and
authorization directly to Global Research:
(Without going through an online order Print Fax authorization form and fax in your credit
card details to Global Research)

Purchases by Mail

Mail order Form (Print, Fill out the Form and Send to Global Research (optional)  (Single
purchase of book is $15.00 plus 9.50 s&h =$24.50).

Send your cheque or money order made out to  the “CRG” to the following address:

Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG)
PO Box 55019
11 Ouest Notre-Dame,
MONTREAL, Qc, H2Y 4A7
CANADA

Media:  Request  a  review  copy  of  The  Global  Economic  Crisis,  by  writing  to
crg.online@yahoo.com  
College and University Professors: Request a free desk copy 
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well as TV interviews on Press TV and Russia Today.
Previously, he was based in Bahrain and witnessed the
political upheavals in the Persian Gulf kingdom during
2011 as well as the subsequent Saudi-led brutal
crackdown against pro-democracy protests.
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